
“SPIRIT-AIDED INSANITY”   
ROMANS 1:18-32; EXODUS 20:1-6 

 

  I.  INSANITY STARTS SIMPLY 
 A.  Willful disregard for truth; rejection of God 
 B.  Willful acceptance, even creation, of a new source of  
  authority/truth 
  1.  Abuse of legitimate spiritual authorities as gods 
  2.  Willful worth-ship service of the new source of 
   authority/truth 
  3.  Creation of an elite, authoritative group who 
   communicate with the deities to discover their 
   will, commands and doctrine 
  4.  Creation of symbols, phrases and ceremonies 
   to gain spiritual insights, power and control 
  5.  Capture of citizens with the fake news of false 
   prophets  
   a.  Educational manipulation of the    
    vulnerable for control through worldview 
   b.  Media propaganda to control thinking of 
    the culture; grieving the conscience 
   c.  Flexing of force to quell thoughts of   
    independence 
 C.  Unintended insanity thought of as wisdom 
 D.  God’s removal of mental safeguards from infected 
  people; inrush of spirits to encourage    
  independence from God and enforce the false  
  prophets’ doctrines 
  1.  This is the first step in visiting the iniquity of the 
   fathers onto the children for generations 
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   2.  Epigenetically, this puts the children   
    inheriting from the parent this mindset  
    and worldview to start their lives 
   3.  The children are starting their lives with the 
    mindset that there is no God, therefore  
    there are no standards; they are blocked 
    from thinking the reality of sin  
 E.  To reinforce the mental insanity, moral corruption 
  is practiced and encouraged by the unclean  spirits 
  active at the source of the belief system 
 

II.  HABITUATION, DEMONIC WISDOM AND GOD’S 
 DESERTION INTENSIFY INSANITY TO COMPLETE 
 SELF AND CULTURAL DESTRUCTION 

 A.  A remnant people retain righteousness and speak 
  out.  Some insane folk can be rescued 
 B.  With no repentance and with spirits blinding the 
  generations, the succeeding generations of God- 
  forsakers lose all moral capabilities and drift into 
  perverted, mentally-weakened homosexuality 
 C.  Unless humility, repentance, grace, faith and  
  obedience arrive, the culture is damning itself 
 D.  The third generation, by visitation and epigenetics, 
  cannot think differently and cannot repent.  God 
  may not grant them repentance.  They are fully  
  insane and without hope.  Their grandparents  
  condemned them with their laxity and selfishness 
 E.  Only God’s regenerative grace can rescue that last 
  generation from their certain destruction 
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